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Abstract
This paper investigates the perception of speech signals that
have been enhanced and slowed down selectively, with the view
of improving oral comprehension for second language acquisi-
tion.

Our modifications are applied on a small number of acous-
tic cues, i.e. bursts of unvoiced stops, unvoiced fricative noises
and rapid spectral transition regions. Bursts and frication noises
were amplified, and spectral transitions were amplified and
slowed down. We exploit energy and spectral criteria to local-
ize bursts and frication noises, and spectral variation function to
spot rapid transitions.

The perception experiment involved students who learn
French as a foreign language. The subjects were asked to fill in
gaps in incomplete transcriptions of 50 French sentences. The
average identification rate increases from 72% up to 81% when
the enhancement is applied alone, and up to 86% when the two
modifications are applied simultaneously. The strengths of our
approach are the robustness of acoustic cue detection and the
fully automatic strategy.

1. Introduction
The context of this work is the enhancement of the oral compre-
hension for second language acquisition. More precisely, our
objective is to develop tools to improve speech intelligibility.
These tools may operate at the sentence or at the phonetic level.
Nakamura et al. [1] developed a system which slows down the
beginning of a sentence and accelerates the end. Their approach
takes advantage of the structure of Japanese sentences in broad-
cast news and is therefore very specific to Japanese. We are
convinced that applying transformations at the phonetic levels
guarantees a relative generality of the strategies, i.e. their inde-
pendence with respect to the target language.

Several kinds of modifications can be applied: noise re-
duction, slowing down, local or global enhancement. Our ap-
proach originates in our studies on the perception of acoustic
cues [2]. We thus are interested in amplifying very specific
cues, i.e. burst of unvoiced stops, frication noise of unvoiced
fricatives and unvoiced transitions. Furthermore, we want to
combine this amplification with a selective slowing down ap-
plied in the regions with a high concentration of acoustic cues,
i.e. regions where the spectral variations are maximal.

Such tools have been studied in the field of hearing aids
to make the distinction between CVs easier for children with
hearing deficiencies [3]. In the domain of second language ac-
quisition, Hazan [4] reported improvement in the identification
of CV by amplifying bursts, fricatives and nasals.

The originality of our work is to focus on the automatic
character of these modifications and their robustness. In fact, we
consider that transformations should be piloted automatically
and be applied while guaranteeing that they do not introduce
any acoustic artifact which could prevent the correct identifica-
tion of sounds. In the same way, we are convinced that evalu-
ations have to be conducted on automatically modified speech
signals in order to measure the overall identification gain.

That explains that we accepted a very small number of
acoustic cues (bursts of unvoiced stops, frication noise of frica-
tive and rapid spectral transitions). As these cues are easily de-
tected from speech, and, more importantly, with a high degree
of robustness, we do not run the risk of spotting false alarms
and introducing acoustic artifacts.

The issue of the strategy for using these tools is crucial be-
cause it concerns the acoustic behavior of the transformation of
speech signals (i.e. the robustness of the acoustic cue determi-
nation and the absence of acoustic artifact) as well as the gain in
the identification of speech sounds. The perception experiment
presented in this paper is intended to evaluate the relevancy of
the strategy of our speech enhancement method.

In the next section we describe the method developed to
slow down speech signals selectively and amplify acoustic cues
mentioned above. Then we present the perception experiment
in the context of learning French as a second language. Finally
we present and discuss results obtained.

2. Description of the speech transformation
method

The strategy we accepted consists in amplifying bursts, frication
noises and unvoiced transitions and slowing down rapid spectral
transitions. The implementation aspects cover the detection of
these acoustic cues and the slowing down itself.

2.1. Detection of acoustic cues

The localisation of rapid spectral transitions relies on a method
which assesses acoustic variations of speech proposed by Flam-
mia [5] and Brugnara [6]. This method, calledSpectral Varia-
tion Function, uses mel-cepstre analysis. A coefficient, based
on the correlation between spectral vectors in a signal window
of 20 ms (with a time shift of 10 ms) and those of neighbour-
ing windows, reflects the spectral variation rate. This method
has been originally applied to reduce the number of parameters
and mel-cepstrum vectors in automatic speech recognition. We
chose this method which indicates regions of high concentra-
tion of acoustic cues because it allows 82% of sound bound-
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aries placed by an expert to be detected. The last 18% are either
marks not well placed (at more than 20 ms) or insertions. Inser-
tions do not introduce any acoustic artifact because they appear
in the vicinity of other marks, which only lengthens the scope
of slowing down. The choice of the slowing down rate is arbi-
trary, but too strong a value (more than 3) changes the nature
of the sound compared to the usual articulation (in particular
bursts are artificially transformed into fricatives). We thus ac-
cepted a value between1:8 and2. Even with this rather high
value of slowing down rate, the global average lengthening (for
the whole sentence) is only1:3.

Bursts of unvoiced stops and frication noises are detected
by using energy criteria. Indeed, differentiating a fricative from
another sound can be easily achieved on the basis of energy
criteria. In first approximation, energy of fricatives is mainly
localised in high frequency. We thus chose to calculate the ratio
of energy in the band3600 � 6000 Hz over that in the band
600 � 1000 Hz, other frequency bands being considered to be
less relevant. Unvoiced fricatives correspond to high values of
this ratio.

Stops are characterized by the absence of energy during the
closure: this corresponds to a weak average energy at the center
of closure segment compared against energy at boundaries. This
cue is supplemented by the derivative of energy which presents
a peak due to the sharp variation of the spectrum at the time of
the burst onset.

2.2. Slowing down and amplification

Our approach rests on the TD-PSOLA method (Time Domain
Pitch Synchronous Overlapp and Add) [7] which is a well
known method in speech synthesis because of its low compu-
tation load. PSOLA relies on the temporal decomposition of
signal into pitch-synchronous overlapping windows. Whereas
this method requires little computation, it requires the knowl-
edge of pitch marks indicating window centers. We thus exploit
the pitch marking algorithm we developed previously [8].

The amplification consists in gradually amplifying energy
up to a desired level (12dB for unvoiced stops and rapid un-
voiced spectral transitions,6dB for unvoiced fricatives) and
then to return on the initial sound level at the end of the
phoneme (or the unvoiced transition).

3. Experiments
Thirty-two students at the University of Nancy 2 participated
in the experiment. They have been encouraged by their teacher
to participate in the experiment and did not receive any pay-
ment. They learned French as a foreign language. Their level
in French should enable them to understand simple sentences
concerning daily life. Four students were removed from the
experiment : one seemed to have some hearing problems, two
have too good a French level and one has too bad a French level
(the three latter would deteriorate the homogeneous level of this
student group). Actually, twenty-eight students participated in
the experiment : eleven Chineses , two Koreans, one Lybian,
three Mauritanians, one Russian, five Syrians, one Moroccan,
two Turks, one Brazilian, one Hungarian. There was about same
number of female and male subjects. They were about 25 years
old in the average (from 21 to 41 years).

The subjects listened to the sounds using headphones MB
QUART KN800 in a quiet room (audio room with several sep-
arated places). The volume was adjusted to a comfortable level
in order to allow all the sentences to be perceived. A weak noise

was present but did not disturb listening. The tape with stimuli
was recorded from a computer.

The 50 sentences have been selected from the French
database BDSONS [9]. These sentences were phonetically bal-
anced and they had been uttered by two speakers (twenty-five
by a male and twenty-five by a female). The experimental task
consisted in listening to a sentence and filling in one or two gaps
in a written incomplete transcription of the sentence. The 50
sentences presented in three different orders for each condition
so that one third of the students were given the same order of
presentation. All the sentences were played in one session, the
subjects were not allowed to stop the tape. A jingle announced
each sentence and the sentence was repeated twice. There were
three seconds before the beginning of the sentence. There was a
nine-second interval between the sentence and its repetition and
also after the repetition. There were three example sentences
before the 50 sentences of this experiment in order to familiar-
ize listeners. The experiment was about 25 minutes long. For
the 28 subjects:

� 9 listened to the 50 original sentences (without any mod-
ification) : this is the condition A.

� 9 listened to the 50 sentences which have been enhanced
(unvoiced fricatives, stops and SVF transitions) :this is
the condition B.

� 10 listened to the 50 sentences which have been en-
hanced and slowed down (unvoiced and voiced SVF
transitions for the slowing down) :this is the condition
C.

Modifications - if present - have been applied over the whole
sentence and not only over the words to be recognized. Nev-
ertheless, it is possible that some words, corresponding to the
gaps to be filled in, have not been enhanced because the acous-
tic cues have not been spotted properly. But, when the signal
has been modified by enhancement and slowing down together,
gap words have at least necessarily been slowed down. At last,
the words to be identified correspond to114 sounds (27/p/,
38/t/, 17/s/, 7/S/, 22/k/, 3/f/) distributed over the 50 sen-
tences. Only106 among these114 sounds have been actually
enhanced : 26/p/, 36/t/, 16/s/, 5/S/, 21/k/, 2/f/. Here is the
total number of answers for all the sounds which are considered
under each condition :

condition A : 954 (106 � 9) answers

condition B : 954 (106 � 9) answers

condition C : 1060 (106 � 10) answers

4. Results
4.1. Evaluation of transformations

The technique of synthesis gives a high quality signal. The
modifications are not perceived by the listeners as a synthetic
speech.

Our algorithm detected92 sounds out of114 sounds (/p/,
/t/, /s/, /S/, /k/, /f/) contained in words to be identified.
These omissions are due to some errors of classification of un-
voiced and voiced parts (the detection being only succeded on
unvoiced parts) and the compromise, we made, between the
robustness and the apparition of false alarms. The goal is to
enhance only phonemes which do not deteriorate intelligibility
after amplification, the counterpart being the risk of omitting
some occurrence of these phonemes.
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Actually, as the unvoiced transitions are also enhanced,
there are14 other sounds which can be considered as enhanced.
That is why we make a difference between the number of
sounds which are theoretically enhanced under the condition B
or C and the sounds really enhanced.

4.2. Discussions

The average identification rate (see table 1) was 72% under con-
dition A (no modification), 81% under condition B (unvoiced
stops, fricatives and transitions were enhanced) and 86% under
condition C (the slowing down of the speech rate is added to
the enhancement). Student tests showed that the effects of the
modifications (we compared A with B, and A with C) were sta-
tistically significant (see table 2). The slowing down of speech
rate, when added to the enhancement, only led to a marginally
significant improvement (p = 0:05) when we took into account
all the unvoiced stops and fricatives (actually enhanced or not
by our automatic procedure) but was not significant (p = 0:08)
when we considered only the actually enhanced consonants. We
can draw two major conclusions from these results. Firstly, the
enhancement alone (condition B), and the enhancement plus the
slowing down of the speech rate (condition C) clearly improved
the identification of natural stimuli (condition A). Secondly, al-
though the improvements (and their levels of significance) due
to condition C were greater than those due to condition B, the
addition of the slowing down to the enhancement did not im-
prove in a clearly significantly manner the effect of the enhance-
ment alone. We nevertheless believe that a greater number of
data and a better application of our modifications (see the per-
spectives section) can lead to a clearly significant improvement.
Furthermore, the slowing down of the speech rate will probably
be of greater interest for vocalic sounds (their study was not in
the scope of this paper).

Condition
A B C

recognized sounds 71:7% 81:6% 86:2%

recognized AE sounds 72:1% 81:4% 85:8%

Table 1: Identification rate of overall sounds (/p/, /t/, /s/, /S/,
/k/, /f/). “AE sounds” means Actually Enhanced sounds.

compared conditions
A vs B A vs C B vs C

overall sounds 0:003 � 0:001 0:05

overall AE sounds 0:001 � 0:001 0:08

Table 2: Significance level with T test of overall sounds (/p/,
/t/, /s/, /S/, /k/, /f/). “AE sounds” means Actually Enhanced
sounds.

The identification of all the consonants, with the exception
of /f/, was improved by condition B and condition C (see ta-
ble 3). Nevertheless, probably due to the small amount of data
per consonant, the improvement was only significant for/p/
(C/A), /t/ (C/A and B/A) and/s/ (C/A) (see table 4). Although
the identification rates were always equal or greater for condi-
tion C, no significant improvement was observed for any conso-
nant when we compared condition C and B. Table 5 showed the
confusion matrices for condition A, B, and C. The results for

each consonant must be taken with caution since the subjects
were submitted to a word identification task, not to a conso-
nant one. This means that the subjects often selected a word
from his/her (rather small) French lexicon, even if the selected
word did not exactly correspond to the sequences of sounds the
subject actually identified. In agreement with this strategy,the
listeners often preferred not to answer if he/she did not recog-
nize the word rather than to give the sequences of sounds he/she
was able to identify. This led to a very great amount of omis-
sions, especially for condition A, (see column “0” of table 5),
and a poor amount of confusions between the consonants.
As a consequence, the main effect of the modifications was the
drastic reduction of omissions, which were generally replaced
by the good answers. We can observe that the only substantial
amount of confusions concerned, as expected, the voicing fea-
ture :/t/ was sometimes confused with/d/, and/p/ with /b/.
These confusions were not systematically reduced by the mod-
ifications, but we have not enough data to draw any conclusion
from this observation.

Condition
A B C

/p/ 69:7% 79:5% 83:1%

/t/ 70:2% 81:4% 86:3%

/s/ 72:9% 82% 90:6%

/S/ 68:9% 80% 82%

/k/ 76:7% 85:2% 85:2%

/f/ 88:9% 66:7% 90%

Table 3: Identification rate of each sound

compared conditions
A vs B A vs C B vs C

/p/ 0:1 0:03 0:5

/t/ 0:02 0:002 0:3

/s/ 0:2 0:02 0:2

/S/ 0:4 0:4 �

/k/ 0:2 0:08 �

/f/ � � �

Table 4: Significance level with T test of each sound. The “-”
correspond to a significance too weak.

5. Conclusion
The first strength of our approach is that modifications are car-
ried out on regions or sounds which have an important effect on
comprehension: transitions - regions with high concentration of
acoustic cues - and phonemes like stops and fricatives. Further-
more, we do not run the risk of adding ambiguities between un-
voiced and voiced consonants because the amplification move
unvoiced consonants away from consonants by increasing the
distance between these two classes of sounds in terms of en-
ergy.

The second advantage is that the modifications are fully au-
tomatic and “adjustable”. Therefore, it would be easy to sup-
plement and improve our detection algorithms with techniques
from automatic speech recognition.

The signals were modified by means of the PSOLA method
which requires pitch extraction and marking. Pitch extraction
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/t/ /S/ /s/ /p/ /k/ /f/ /d/ /n/ /r/ /v/ /z/ /b/ /m/ /Z/ O TN of sounds

A

/t/ 71 � � � 0:3 � 4 � � � � � � � 25 324

/S/ � 69 2 � � � � � � � � � � � 29 45

/s/ 1 1 73 � � � � � 1 1 � � � � 23 144

/p/ 0:4 � � 70 � � � � � � � 5 0:4 � 24 234

/k/ 1 � � � 77 � � � � � � � � 1 22 189

/f/ � � � � � 89 � � � � � � � � 11 18

B

/t/ 82 � � � � � 6 0:3 � � � � � � 12 324

/S/ � 80 7 � � � � � � � � � � � 13 45

/s/ � 1 82 � � 1 � � � 1 1 � � � 15 144

/p/ � � � 80 � 0:4 0:4 � � 0:4 � 5 0:4 � 14 234

/k/ � � � � 85 � � � � 1 � � � 1 14 189

/f/ � � � � � 67 � � � � � 11 � � 22 18

C

/t/ 87 � � � 0:2 � 1 � � � � � � � 12 360

/S/ � 82 6 � 2 � � � � � � � � � 10 50

/s/ 1 � 91 � � � � � � � � � � � 9 160

/p/ � � � 83 � � � � � � � 9 � � 8 260

/k/ 0:4 � � 0:4 85 � � � � � � 0:4 � 2 11 210

/f/ � � � � � 90 � � � � � � � � 10 20

Table 5: Confusion matrices of each sound under condition A, B and C (in %, except the last column). The column “O” corresponds
to the omissions or absences of answer. By row, the sum of percentage can be slightly different of 100% because we rounded off these
figures to the nearest percentage (except for the percentage between 0 and 0.5). “TN of sounds” means Total Number of sounds.

could be a weak point in our transformation, especially if the
speech were corrupted by noise. From this point of view, phase
vocoder techniques represent an interesting alternative because
they allow a vast range of modifications.

Our experiments showed that the improvement is signifi-
cant for all the sounds. But, due to the small number of occur-
rences for each consonant, it was not possible to obtain more
precise conclusion on the separate contribution of slowing down
and enhancement.

Modifications exploited in this work are applied globally,
i.e. the whole burst, frication noise or transition is transformed.
Besides this work, we are working on the design of acous-
tic cues for stop identification. We have the project of apply-
ing very specific modifications that could selectively enhance
acoustic cues involved in the identification of sounds.

Stimuli can be found athttp://www.loria.fr/�colotte 1.
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